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ABSTRACT: 

Utility of carcinosin in homoeopathy is similar to that of the nosodes where the medicine is prepared from the diseased parts.Thuscarcinosin is prepared from the 

cancerous tissue taken from the breast. 
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Introduction : 

When the well selected remedy fails to cure the patient think of a nosode when there is an overall variety of the symptoms with varied suppressions as 

seen in Carcinosin. 

A cancer is often considered to be an end stage even though having various mild to severe stages still the person is frightened by thinking that he is 

going to die soon. 

Similarly metastasis doesn't happen within a day or overnight.It takes years to build upand to reach up to that level to cause such a harm.Thus when 

anyone think of the disease cancer the first thing that comes in the mind is fear or fright which can be easily seen in this remedy. 

In today's modern era we can find a variety of psychosomatic diseases which first affect the mind & thus causes physical symptoms. 

Thus the etiology of this remedy is as follows - 

1.Prolonged history of unhappiness 

2.Prolonged history of anticipation 

3.Prolonged history of parental domination 

4.Prolonged history of fear and fright 

Thus in this competitive scenario where everyone wants to achieve the highest order of the perfection just like a Potter who works really hard to give a 

piece of clay it's shape in order to turn it into a beautiful vase to be kept in your home that catches everyone's attention in a way that what kind of 

perfection has been required to achieve such a nice shape. When you try to give any shape to the clay it moulds itself in that way. 

Just like a colourful vase which catches the attention of everyone similarly these people are beautiful in their appearance just like how belladonna girls 

are good looking. 

Similarly the personality of a carcinosin can be compared to a vase.The only difference here is that it is self made. 

They are self made in a sense that they put a smile on their face even if everything in their life is disordered. 

The external factors doesn't affect their internal softness but is sometimes expressed in the form of violent outbursts of anger. 

Just like a Potter who has the power to give any desired shape to his clay , similarly when such people are brought up under so much of dominance they 

try to be nice to avoid conflicts which in turn suppresses their mental emotions & wishes , only to make others happy they go through every suffering 

which in turn causes an internal turmoil & even with their disappointments they try to stay calm in any unfavorable circumstance. 
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Thus the chain of disappointments through many years leads to a mental trauma which urges them to find various artistic ways where they can express 

themselves such as in the form of art , through paintings , through dancing , traveling , singing or music as it calms their soul. 

Art then becomes a way of their expression, the sentimental side which they don't express is seen in their paintings having a delicate outlook with a 

sensitive meaning that is hidden in it cause it is their sensitivity only which makes them kind to the mankind having love for all even after 

disappointments. 

Though sweet by nature , they crave for chocolates or sweet things. 

A Carcinosin has love for pets , dogs especially.So a kind person feeding a street dog is sensitive by nature &homoeopathically a Carcinosin. 

One of the indication of prescribing carcinosin is that there should be a strong family history of cancer along with the proper totality of the patient that 

corresponds to this remedy. 
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